
Each valance section is made as a fl at piece 
(contrast lined).  When placed over the pole, 
the back of the valance can hang 18” or up to 
20” deep at the deepest point.   The deeper 
the back of the valance hangs, the shorter the 
front of the valance will be and more contrast 
lining will show.  The valance sections 
range from 14” to 22” wide.  Alteration 
instructions are included.

A tail can be placed at each end of the valance sections.  The tail is 5” wide and about 24” 
deep from the top of the pole.  It does not have a return, which makes it important to use 
decorative brackets to install the pole.  The depth of the tail can be altered.  It attaches to the 
top of the pole with hook and loop tape, or staples. 

Fabric Suggestions:  Light, medium, or heavy fabrics can be used.  With light fabrics, use an 
interlining.  Everything should be self or contrast lined.

Trims:  Trims may be used on the bottom edge of all pieces.  Deep trims are not recommended 
as they will cover the contrast lining that shows on the front of the valance. Because of the 
intricate shape, trims will be more diffi cult to apply.

YARDAGE

To determine your valance section width, subtract 5” for each tail.  Then divide by the number 
of sections desired.  To use the patterns, sizes need to stay between 14” and 22”.

With so may different fabric widths and repeats available today, we fi nd it works best if we give you the actual 
pattern sizes so you can determine how they will fi t on your fabric.

Upright Cut
The valance pattern is ................................... your width plus 1” x 32” deep
The tail pattern is........................................... 10” wide x 24 1/2” deep 

Lengthwise Cut:  The width measurement will run with the selvage.

Same amount of contrast lining will be needed for all the above.  Same amount of interlining 
(optional).

TRIM (Trims must be able to curve) 

Each 14”Valance ........................Bottom only = 18” ..............Top only = 21”
Each 18” valance ........................Bottom only = 22” ..............Top only = 24”  
Each 22” valance ........................Bottom only = 26” ..............Top only = 29”  
Each Tail .....................................Bottom only = 15”
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None of the sections overlap.
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